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We determine the minimum number of edges in a connected r-graph with 
covering number a and characterize the extremal r-graphs, when a -= 1 (rood r - 1). 
INTRODUCTION 
An r-graph (or r-uniform hypergraph) is a pair V, E, where V is a finite 
set of vertices and E is a set of r-element subsets of E called edges. We 
denote by ao(G ) the vertex covering number of G, that is, the minimal 
number of vertices whose omission results in an empty graph, a graph 
without any edges. We say that G is ao-critical if ao(G ) > ao(G' ), whenever 
G' is a graph obtained from G by deleting an edge. Bollobfis [J] proved that 
if G is an a0-critical r-graph, then 
e(G)<" (a~ 
and equality holds if and only if G consists of a complete graph of order 
ao(G ) + r -  1 and isolated vertices. In the case when G is a graph, that is, 
r = 2, this had been proved by Erd6s et al. [4] (see also [2, p. 308]). 
Of course, we always have e(G)>~ao(G), but the r-graphs for which 
equality holds, are rather simple: Their ao(G ) edges are independent. 
Recently Bondy [3] investigated how much this inequality can be improved 
if G is a connected graph. In the present note we solve this problem for 
hypergraphs obtaining as a special case the result in [3]. 
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HYPERGRAPHS WITH PRESCRIBED COVERING NUMBER 151 
Our terminology and notation are taken from [2]. For the purpose of this 
paper only, we define an r-hypertree recursively as follows: 
(i) The connected r-graph with one edge is an r-hypertree, and an odd 
cycle (with r = 2) is an r-hypertree. 
(ii) I f  T1, T2,..., Tr are r pairwise disjoint r-hypertrees, then any 
connected r-graph obtained from T1 U T 2 U . . .  U T r by adding an edge is 
an r-hypertree. 
It is easy to see that the number of edges of an r-hypertree T is of the form 
e = kr + 1 (k/> 0) and that T has covering number a = k(r - 1) + 1 and that 
any vertex of T is contained in a minimum cover. 
Note that this concept of an r-hypertree does not generalize graph- 
theoretic trees. 
THE MINIMUM NUMBER OF EDGES IN A CONNECTED r-GRAPH 
WITH PRESCRIBED COVERING NUMBER 
THEOREM. Let G be a connected r-graph (r >/2) with ao(G ) = a. Then 
e(G) >/ [ ra + r- -  3 ~ 
r - -1  
Furthermore, / fa -= 1 (mod r -  1), then equality holds, i.e., 
ra -  1 
e(G) = - -  
r -1  ' 
if and only if G is an r-hypertree. 
Proof. We shall apply induction on a. For a - -0 ,  1 there is nothing to 
prove, so we proceed to the induction step. 
Let x be an arbitrary vertex of G, say of degree d~>2, and let 
C1, Cz ..... C s be the non-empty components of G-  x, that is, the components 
containing at least one edge. Clearly 
s <~ d(r - 1). 
Put ai = ao(C 0, 1 ~< i <~ s. Then clearly 
k ai<<,a<~a'=l+ ~ ai. (1) 
i--1 i~l 
We assume that each a i is less than a, for otherwise we consider C t instead 
of G. Denote by sj, 0 ~<j~< r - -2 ,  the number of a i satisfying 
a i~2+ j (mod r - -  1). 
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Then by the induction hypothesis, 
I ra ,+ r -  3 ] 
e (G)>/e '=d+~ L r - - i  
i=1 
r ~ r - -3  
=d+- -  at+~_ l  s -  
r T i=  1 
Now if 
1 r--2 
r -  1 ~ jsj. 
j=0 
(2) 
Sr_2<~(d-1) ( r - l ) ,  (3) 
then 
r--2 r--3 
~. jsj < (r -- 2)Sr_ 2 + (r - 31 ~ s i = (r -- 2)s~_ z + (r -- 3)(s -- G-2) 
j=O 1=0 
<<. s(r -- 3) + (d -- 1)(r - 1), (4) 
and so (1) and (2) imply 
r ra' -- 1 
e(G) >/d + (a' -- 1) -- (d - 1) = (5) 
r - i -  r -1  
Since e(G) is an integer, this gives 
I roX  I ro+r= J [ro+r 31 
e(G)/> [r--~-~- ~ + ~  = [ r - -1  >/ r -1  , (5') 
establishing the inequality of the theorem in this case. 
Suppose now that (3) fails. For each i, let x i be a vertex of C i adjacent o 
x. Then the x i belonging to the Sr_ 2 components with a i - 1 (mod r - 1) can 
be chosen in such a way that they cover all d edges incident with x. 
Cover each C t with a i vertices in such a way that x i appears in the cover 
whenever C~ is an r-hypertree. Suppose first the union of these covers is a 
cover of G. 
In this case 
a=a ' - - l=  ~ a i. (6) 
i=1 
Since 
r -2  
~ jsj ~ s(r - -2 )  (7) 
j=O 
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inequality (2) gives us 
r r -3  r -2  
e(G) >~ d + T a + r--  ~- - lS - - r - -1  
r $ ra  
=d+ a - ->~ - -  
r - - i -  r - -1  r - -1  
(8) 
Here we use s <~ d(r - I). 
On the other hand, if the union of the aformentioned covers is not a cover 
of G, then some C~ with a~ --- 1 (mod r - 1) is not an r-hypertree and instead 
of (8), we get (since the first inequality of (2) is strict in this case) 
r r - -3  r - -2  
e(G) >/d + 1) + r - -T  (a -  ~- -1  s r--  1 - - s +  1. (9) 
If this inequality is strict, we again have (8). 
So assume (9) is an equality. Then (7) is an equality (i.e., s = Sr_z) and 
s = d(r - 1). The last assertion implies that the edges containing x have only 
x in common pair by pair and since the afore mentioned covers do not cover 
G, at least r - 1 of the Ci's are not r-hypertrees and we get instead of (9) 
r r - -3  r - -2  
e(G) )d+ (a-- !) + s--  
r---ff ~- -1  r - -1  
s + r - 1, (10) 
since at least 1 must be added to the count for each of the Ci's that are not r- 
hypertrees. But (9) is an equality, so we must have r = 2. We have chosen x 
as any vertex of degree d >/2, and we have proved so far that if either (3) or 
(8) holds, then the inequality of the theorem follows. On the other hand, if 
neither (3) nor (8) holds for any vertex x of degree d at least two, then the 
reasoning above shows that r = 2 and the deletion of x from G results in a 
graph with d components. But it is easy to see that only the graph theoretic 
trees have this property and it is easy to verify the theorem in that case. So 
in any case 
e(G)>/ I ra+r -3  1 
r -1  
establishing the inequality of the theorem. 
Now suppose that a -  1 (mod r -  1) and that 
ra -  1 
e(G) = - -  
r - -1  
Since (8) does not hold, (3) holds and, since a ' /> a, all inequalities in 
(2)-(5) are equalities and a = a'. For if a < a' ,  or one of the inequalities 
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(2)-(5) is strict we would get a strict inequality in (5'), which is a con- 
tradiction. 
Consider first the case where G has an edge u containing x such that 
G-u  has r components (containing edges) and that each of the r -1  
components not containing x has a covering number which is =1 
(modr -1 ) .  Choose the notation so that these r -1  components are 
C1, C2 ..... Cr_a and denote the component of G - u containing x by C. (We 
recall that x is an arbitrary, but fixed, vertex of degree d >/2). 
Since 
a:  ~ aid- 1, 
i=1 
C cannot be covered by fewer than 
~a i+ l  
i=r  
vertices. Now an easy argument yields 
s 
a0(C )= ~ a i+1 ,  
i=r  
and hence 
• r S ao(C)=~ a i+ l= ( a i+ l - -~a i -1 - -  1-=1 
i=r  i= l  i= I  i= l  
(mod r -  1). 
Also, by the induction hypothesis, 
e(C)>/ ra~ for i=1 ,2  ..... r -1 .  r -  1 and e(Ci) >/ ra~ 1 
Each of these inequalities must be an equality since e(G)=e(C)+ 
~r-~ e(Ci ) q_ 1 and a = ao(C ) + Y~-~ a i. So by the induction hypothesis, C
and each C i, 1 ~< i ~< r - 1, is an r-hypertree and so is G. 
So we assume now that G has no edge satisfying, the conditions set forth 
earlier. We prove in this case that r = 2 and G is an odd cycle. We label the 
edges containing x by u 1, u2 ..... u d and we adjust the notation so that each 
component C i, l~ i~Sr_  2, has a covering number which is -1  
(mod r -  1). Since (2) is an equality, it follows by the induction hypothesis 
that each C i, 1 ~ i ~ Sr_ 2, is an r-hypertree. 
Let us define a sequence Yl ..... Ym of vertices as follows. If there is no 
vertex belonging to ul and to some C i, 1 ~< i ~< st_ 2, set m = 0, otherwise let 
y~ be such a vertex. We may suppose that, the notation is chosen so that 
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Yl E C~. Suppose we have defined Yl,Y2 ..... Yj-1. If  there is no vertex 
belonging to uj and to some C i, j <~ i <~ st_ 2, set m = j -  1, otherwise let yj 
be a vertex of  0~)  2 C i that belongs to uj. We may assume that the notation 
is chosen so that yj E Cj. We cannot reach Ya since otherwise the induction 
hypothesis and the remark preceding the theorem imply 
i=l 
which is a contradiction. 
By the definition of the sequence each C i (1 ~ i~Sr_2) that intersects 
Um+ 1 also intersects ome uj, j ~ m. Hence the hypergraph 
Ct ~(u~)u2t . - ) . . .  UUmUUm+2U""  UUe) 
\ i~ l  
is connected. Combining this with the assumption 
Sr_ 2 = (d -  1) ( r -  1), 
we see that the d -1  edges uj, jg :  m + I, each intersects r -1  of the C,.'s, 
1 ~< i~<s~_ 2. Since the deletion of such an edge uj does not result in a 
hypergraph with r components, u,,+~ must intersect one of the r -1  C;'s 
intersecting uj for each j 4: m + 1. I f  r > 2, it is now easy to see that the 
sequence Y~,Y2,... can be chosen such that it stops with Ya. This 
contradiction shows that r = 2 and because of the above-mentioned inter- 
section property of u m§ we have d = 2 and the two edges incident with x 
are joined to the same component of  G - x. Since x is an arbitrary vertex of  
degree at least two, G has maximum degree 2, the deletion of any vertex of 
degree 2 leaves a connected graph, and G has an odd number of edges. This 
implies that G is an odd cycle, and the proof is complete. 
The inequality of the theorem is best possible, also if a-= t (mod r -  1), 
1 < t ~< r -  1. To see this, we just take t pairwise disjoint r-hypertrees and 
add an edge such that the resulting r-graph is connected. Maybe all extreme 
r-graphs can be described in this way. 
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